The thermodynamic free energy F is calculated for a gas whose particles are the quantum excitations of a piecewise uniform bosonic string. The string consists of two parts of length L I and L II , endowed with different tensions and mass densities, adjusted in such a way 1 E-mail address: Iver.H.Brevik@mtf.ntnu.no 2 E-mail address: hbech@nbi.dk that the velocity of sound always equals the velocity of light. The calculation is carried out in full under the restrictive condition that the tension ratio x = T I /T II approaches zero. Also, the length ratio s = L II /L I is assumed to be an integer. From the expression for F one finds that the Hagedorn temperature is determined by the formula β c = [8π/(T II s)] 1/2 , and thus depends on the length ratio in a simple way.
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Introduction
In conventional theories of the bosonic string in D-dimensional spacetime the string is taken to be uniform, throughout the whole of its length L. The composite string model, in which the (relativistic) string is assumed to consist of two or more separately uniform pieces, is a variant of the conventional theory. The composite model was introduced by the present authors in 1990 [1] ; the string was there assumed to consist of two pieces L I and L II . The dispersion equation was derived, and the Casimir energy calculated for various integer values of the length ratio s = L II /L I . Later on, the composite string model has been generalized and further studied from various points of view [2] - [7] .
It may be useful to summarize some reasons why the composite string model turns out to be an attractive model. First, if one does Casimir energy calculations one finds that the system is remarkable easy to regularize: one has access to the cutoff method [1] , the complex contour integration method [3] - [5] , [7] , or the Hurwitz ζ-function method [2] , [4] , [5] , [7] . As a physical result of the Casimir energy calculations it is also worth noticing that the energy is in general nonpositive, and is more negative the larger is the number of uniform pieces in the string. Second, the composite string model may serve as a useful two-dimensional field theoretical model of the early universe. These aspects have recently been discussed more closely in [6] . Finally, as a possible practical application of the composite string model, we mention the recent attempt [8] that has been done to analyse the influence from the Casimir effect for uniform strings on the swimming of micro-organisms. Probably would here a composite string model be more adequate than the very simple uniform string model.
The purpose of the present paper is to calculate thermodynamic quantities -free energy and partition function -for the composite two-piece string. As far as we are aware, this task has not been undertaken before. When we come to concrete calculations, we shall put D = 26. Moreover we shall limit ourselves to the limiting case in which the tension ratio, defined as x = T I /T II , goes to zero. As shown earlier [1] , this case leads to significant simplifications in the formalism, but is yet nontrivial enough to show the essential physical behaviour of the system. Another simplification is that we shall assume s to be an integer.
In the next section we discuss briefly the essentials of the theory of the classical planar string: the general dispersion equation, and the junction conditions as well as the eigenvalue spectrum in the case of x → 0. In Sec. 3 we develop the classical theory of the composite string in flat Ddimensinal spacetime. The string coordinates X µ are expanded into oscillator coordinates, and formulas are derived for the Hamiltonian and the string mass. The cases of odd and even values of s are treated separately.
In Sec. 4 we derive the quantum theory, assuming D = 26, focusing attention on the free energy F . It turns out that F is given by one and the same expression, Eq. (72), for all integers s. From this expression it is easy to derive that the Hagedorn temperature (Eq. (75)) is dependent on s. If one of the pieces is much longer than the other (s → ∞), corresponding to a point 'mass' sitting on an otherwise uniform string, then the Hagedorn temperature goes to infinity. In this case there is thus no upper restriction on the string temperature.
It ought to be emphasized that the present string model is relativistic, in the sense that the velocity of sound is always taken to be equal to c.
Planar oscillations of the classical string in Minkowski space
We begin by considering the classical theory of the oscillating two-piece string in Minkowski space. The string is illustrated in Fig. 1 . For later purpose we shall set the total length L of the string equal to π. With L I , L II denoting the length of the two pieces, we thus have L I + L II = π. As mentioned the string is relativistic, in the sense that the velocity v s of transverse sound is everywhere required to be equal to the velocity of light (h = c = 1):
Here T I , T II are the tensions and ρ I , ρ II the mass densities of the two pieces. We let s denote the length ratio and x the tension ratio:
Assume now that the transverse oscillations of the string, called ψ(σ, τ ), are linear, and take place in the plane of the string. (We employ usual notation, so that σ is the position coordinate and τ the time coordinate of the string.)
We can thus write in the two regions
with the ξ and η being constants. Taking into account the junction conditions at σ = 0 and σ = L I , meaning that ψ itself as well as the transverse force T ∂ψ/∂σ be continuous, we obtain the dispersion equation
(more details are given in [1] ). From this equation the eigenvalue spectrum can be calculated, for arbitrary values of x and s. Because of the invariance under the substitution x → 1/x, one can restrict the ratio x to lie in the interval 0 < x ≤ 1. Similarly, because of the invariance under the interchange L I ↔ L II one can take L II to be the larger of the two pieces, so that s ≥ 1.
In the following we shall impose two simplifying conditions: (i) We take the tension ratio limit to approach zero,
Assuming T II to be a finite quantity, this limit implies that T I → 0. As will be seen below, there is thereby no contribution to the Hamiltonian coming from the oscillations in region I. From the junction conditions given in [1] we obtain in this limit the equations
According to the dispersion equation (4) we obtain now two sequences of modes.
The eigenfrequencies are seen to be proportional to integers n, and will for clarity be distinguished by separate symbols ω n (s) and ω n (s −1 ):
with n = ±1, ±2, ±3, · · · , corresponding to the first and the second branch.
(ii) Our second condition is that the length ratio s is an integer, s = 1, 2, 3, · · ·.
3 Classical string in flat D-dimensional spacetime
Oscillator coordinates. The Hamiltonian
We are now able to generalize the theory. We consider henceforth the motion of a two-piece classical string in flat D-dimensional spacetime. Following the notation in [9] we let X µ (σ, τ ) (µ = 0, 1, 2, · · · (D − 1)) specify the coordinates on the world sheet. We can write the general expression for X µ in the form
where x µ is the center of mass position and p µ the total momentum of the string. HereT (s) denotes the mean tension,
The second term in (12) thus implies that the string's translational energy p 0 is set equal to πT (s). This generalizes the relation p 0 = πT that is known to hold for a uniform string [9] . The two last terms in (12) contain the step function, θ(x > 0) = 1, θ(x < 0) = 0. The quantity X µ I describing the oscillations in region I is written as a sum over the modes in the two branches:
Here the α n ,α n are the oscillator coordinates of the right-and left-moving waves, the sum over n going over all positive and negative integers except from zero. Since X µ is real, we must have
When writing the expression (14) we made use of Eqs. (10) and (11) for the eigenfrequencies. The condition x → 0 was thus used. The condition that s be an integer has however not so far been used. This condition will be of importance when we construct the expression for X µ II . Before doing this, let us however consider the constraint equation for the composite string. Conventionally, when the string is uniform the two-dimensional energy-momentum tensor T αβ (α, β = 0, 1), obtainable as the variational derivative of the action S with respect to the two-dimensional metric, is equal to zero. In particular, the energy density component is then T 00 = 0 locally. In the present case the situation is more complicated, due to the fact that the presence of the junctions restrict the freedom of the variations δX µ . We cannot put T αβ = 0 locally anymore. What we have at our disposal, is the expression for the action
where T (σ) is the position-dependent tension
The momentum conjugate to X µ is P µ (σ) = T (σ)Ẋ µ . The Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional sheet becomes accordingly (here L is the Lagrangian)
The basic condition that we shall impose, is that H = 0 when applied to the physical states. This is a more weak condition than the strong condition T αβ = 0 applicable for a uniform string. We now consider the various cases for s successively, treating the simplest case s = 1 first.
The case L I = L II
When s = 1, we see from (10) and (11) that the eigenfrequencies for the two branches become equal. The branches coincide. Let us denote the eigenfrequencies for simplicity by ω n (≡ ω n (1)):
Note that these are just the same eigenfrequencies as for a uniform string of length π. We denote in this case the oscillator coordinates simply by α n ,α n and the multiplicative constant in X µ I by l. ¿From (14) we get
It is now easy to construct the analogous expression X µ II in region II: we first observe that the junction conditions (6) -(9) reduce in this case to the single equation
showing that the right-and left-moving amplitudes ξ I and η I in region I can be chosen freely and that the amplitudes ξ II , η II in region II are thereafter fixed. Transformed into oscillator coordinate language, this means that α µ n andα µ n can be chosen freely. In view of (21) we obtain
The oscillations in region II are standing waves. This is a direct consequence of the condition x → 0. It is often useful in this type of problems to introduce light-cone coordinates, σ − = τ − σ and σ
these expressions occuring in a natural way in the Hamiltonian:
Since T I → 0, only region II contributes. In this region, according to (12) ,
We now define new quantities γ µ n for all integers n by
and choose
Insertion into (27) then yields
The condition H = 0 enables us to calculate the mass M of the string. It must be given by M 2 = −p µ p µ , similarly as in the uniform string case [9] . We obtain, observing (29) and (30),
s being an odd integer
When the integer s is different from 1, we have to distinguish between the eigenfrequencies ω n (s) and ω n (s −1 ). In the present subsection we assume that s = 3, 5, 7, · · · (recall that x → 0 throughout). In region I, X µ I is given by the general expansion (14) . In region II, we have to observe the junction conditions (6) - (9), which hold for all s. Consider first the branch ω n (s): in this case there is no restriction on the values of n, arising from the junction conditions. All frequencies, corresponding to n = ±1, ±2, ±3, · · ·, permit the waves to propagate from region I to region II. Actually, Eqs. (6) - (9) reduce in this case to the equations ξ I + η I = 2ξ II = 2η II , which are identical to Eq. (21) derived previously for the case s = 1.
Consider next the second branch ω n (s −1 ): in this case the consistency of Eqs. (6) - (9) for arbitrary values of ξ I and η I requires the index m to be a multiple of s, i.e., m = ns with n = ±1, ±2, ±3, · · ·. If this requirement is fulfilled, Eqs. (6) - (9) reduce to Eq. (21), as before. Otherwise, the equations yield ξ II = η II = 0, meaning that the waves do not propagate into region II at all.
An important point, seen from (10) and (11), is that the frequency of order ns in the second branch is the same as the frequency of order s in the first branch:
Does the equality between the frequencies imply that the oscillator coordinates are equal also, i.e., that α ns (s −1 ) = α n (s)? Although this equality might seem natural from a physical viewpoint, we shall at present leave this question open. Instead, when working on the classical level we shall consider α ns (s −1 ) and α n (s) as independent oscillator coordinates, in conformity with the fact that the two branches, given by Eqs. (10) and (11) , are after all independent of each other.
The expansion (14) can now be written as
and correspondingly in region II
where we have defined γ n (s) as
We calculate the light-cone derivatives in region II, using (12):
here we have defined γ 0 by
We now choose l(s) to be equal to
and calculate the Hamiltonian (at τ = 0) by insertion into (27):
As before, the condition H = 0 determines the mass:
When s = 1, the results of the previous subsection are recovered.
s being an even integer
Assume now that s = 2, 4, 6, · · ·. The general expansion for X µ I is (14), as before. In region II, as for the first branch ω m (s), the junction conditions (6) -(9) restrict the index m to the values m = 2n, where n = ±1, ±2, ±3, · · ·. The junction conditions thereby reduce to Eq. (21), in the same way as above. (If m is not an even integer, the only solution in region II is ξ II = η II = 0.) As for the second branch ω m (s −1 ), an analogous reasoning shows that m = 2ns, where n runs over all positive and negative integers, as above. Observing that ω 2ns (s −1 ) = ω 2n (s) = (1 + s)2n, we get
where we have defined γ 2n (s) = α 2n (s) +α 2n (s) for n = 0. Moreover defining γ 0 (s) by (38) and l(s) by (39), as before, we calculate in region II
¿From (27) we then get the Hamiltonian
The square of the mass becomes
(46) Although the similarity between (41) and (46) is striking, it should be borne in mind that for even s the standing wave amplitudes γ m (s) in region II are summed only over even integers m.
Quantum theory. Free energy of the string 4.1 Quantization
We consider one single bosonic string, situated at first in flat D-dimensional spacetime. Our starting point is the following expression for the free energy F , at finite temperature T , of a gas of particles of mass M:
(47) Here β = 1/k B T ; Z is the partition function. We follow the formalism of Odintsov et al. [10] - [17] ; some other related references are [13] - [17] . The constituent 'particles' of the quantum gas are the excitations of the single string.
In (47) we thus need to know the expression for M 2 in the quantum theory. We quantize the system according to conventional methods as found, for instance, in Ref. [9] , Chapter 2.2. Since T I → 0, we need to consider only region II. As already noted, the momentum conjugate to X µ is T (σ)Ẋ µ , thus T IIẊ µ in region II, and so we are led naturally to the equal-time commutation relations
[
valid when L I < σ < π. Here η µν is the D-dimensional Minkowski metric. When going over to the quantum theory,it is apparent from the expressions in the previous section that the quantities to be naturally promoted 
We shall make this choice in the following. In view of Eq. (36) it is equivalent to putting α ns (s −1 ) = α n (s), which is precisely the relationship commented upon in Sec. 3.3. It implies that we let the equality ω ns (s −1 ) = ω n (s) for the frequencies be accompanied by a corresponding equality for the amplitudes. From a physical viewpoint this is quite natural: for a given frequency, the problem whether a wave of given amplitude belongs to the first branch or to the second branch is indeterminate. When we make the two wave amplitudes equal, we thereby take the two cases to be one and the same physical state.
The γ n (s) introduced in (36) now become operators, satisfying
Inserting the expansions for X µ andẊ µ from the previous section into the commutation relations we obtain, when s = 1, 3, 5, · · ·,
whereas when s = 2, 4, 6, · · · we get
This conventional appearance of the commutation relations was actually the reason behind our choice (39) for l(s). It is noteworthy that the same formula for l(s) applies for even s as for odd s. Now introduce standard annihilation and creation operators by
We then get, when s is odd,
the other commutators vanishing. When s is even, the subscripts n, m take only even values. In the following it is convenient to consider the two classes for s separately.
Free energy and Hagedorn temperature, when s is odd
We treat all odd integers, s = 1, 3, 5, · · · on the same footing. From (50), (40), (38), (39) and (4.1) we can write the Hamiltonian as
with ω n (s) = (1 + s)n as before (observe the notation a † n · a n ≡ a µ † n a nµ ). Moreover, starting from (41) we can write
where we have subtracted an extra term 2πT (s)a in order to take care of ordering ambiguities. To determine the value of the constant a, it would seem natural to invoke the known tachyonic properties of a uniform string.
Since Eqs. (35) and (43) show that the waves in region II are standing waves, the appropriate uniform-string case to compare with is that of an open string. For such a string (of length π) it is known that
This equation shows that the ground state has a mass squared equal to −2πT . It might be expected here that the same property holds true for the composite string also, only with the replacement T →T . If this were true, the constant a in (58) would be equal to 1. However we cannot at present draw a definite conclusion about this point, and therefore choose deliberately to keep a in the formalism until we become able to compare the final expression for F with the simple case s = 1 later on. We put henceforth D = 26, the commonly accepted space -time dimension for the bosonic string, and introduce, as usual, the transverse oscillator operators a i n (s) with the index i running from 1 to 24. From (58) we obtain the expression
which is now inserted into (47). We calculate
where y is defined as
The trace over the string states is then
In (47), there occurs the zero-point energy 1 2 ω n , summed over all eigenfrequencies. Apart from an infinite constant of no physical significance, this is actually the Casimir energy, which was calculated in [1] . When x → 0 we have, for arbitrary s, when the string length equals π,
We can now write
We introduce the Dedekind η-function
and the Jacobi θ 3 -function
and introduce τ =
2T
(s)(1 + s)u as a new integration variable. Then
where we have reinstated T II =T (s)(1 + s −1 ). Consider this expression when s = 1:
and compare it with the known expression for the free energy of a uniform string of tension T and length π [10] :
With the replacement T II → T , it is seen that (69) becomes exactly equal to (70), except from the exp[(a − 2)πτ ] term. This provides a strong argument for concluding that the correct value of the constant a in (58), for general s, is a = 1 + s.
The expressions (69) and (70) thereby become equal, if s = 1.
Accepting (71) we thus obtain from (68), in the case of general odd values of s,
Once the free energy has been found, the other thermodynamic quantities can readily be calculated. For instance, the energy U and the entropy S of the system are
What is the Hagedorn temperature, T c = 1/(k B β c ), of the composite string? This critical temperature, introduced by Hagedorn in the context of strong interactions a long time ago [18] , is the temperature above which the free energy is ultraviolet divergent. In the ultraviolet limit, τ → 0 [10, 12] ,
which upon insertion into (72) shows that the integrand is ultraviolet finite if
For a fixed value of T II the Hagedorn temperature is thus seen to depend on s. If s = 1, Eq. (75) is formally in agreement with the known expression
for a uniform string. This agreement is as we would expect, in view of our method of determining the constant a above. We may mention here that the physical meaning of the Hagedorn temperature in general is still not clear. There are different interpretations possible: (i) one may argue that T c is the maximum obtainable temperature in string systems, this meaning, when applied to cosmology, that there is a maximum temperature in the early Universe. Or, (ii) one may take T c to indicate some sort of phase transition to a new stringy phase. Some further discussion on these matters is given, for instance, in [10] - [12] .
Finally, let us consider the limiting case in which one of the pieces of the string is much shorter than the other. Physically this case is of interest, since it corresponds to a point mass sitting on a string (note, however, that the "mass" concept must here be taken in a peculiar sense, since the relativistic condition of Eq. (1) is satisfied always). Since we have assumed that s ≥ 1, this case corresponds to s → ∞. We let the tension T II be fixed, though arbitrary.
It is seen, first of all, that the Hagedorn temperature (75) goes to infinity so that the integral for F is always ultraviolet finite,
Next, since exp(−T II sβ 2 /4τ ) can be taken to be small we obtain, when using again the expansion (74) for θ 3 ,
Physically speaking, the linear dependence of the first term in (78) reflects the fact that the Casimir energy of a little piece of string embedded in an essentially infinite string has for dimensional reasons to be inversely proportional to the length L I = π/(1 + s) ≃ π/s of the little string. The first term in (78) is seen to outweigh the second, integral term, which goes to zero when s → ∞.
Free energy and Hagedorn temperature, when s is even
In the case when s = 2, 4, 6, · · ·, we need only to be brief. Starting from the expression (45) for H and inserting (38), (39) and (4.1), we get
This expression is analogous to (57). Similarly, if we start from (46) and augment this classical expression by a quantum mechanical term containing the same constant a = 1 + s as before, we can write directly
which is the mass expression in the form that is most convenient for our purpose.
Instead of (61) 
This expression is the same as in (63), and is thus independent of the fact that the transition from odd s to even s means the replacement a n → a 2n . The regularized zero-point (or Casimir) energy is still given by Eq. (64). This expression relies upon the condition x → 0 only, and is independent of whether s is odd or even. Altogether, we arrive precisely at the same expression for the free energy F as in Eq. (72). In particular, the expression (75) for the Hagedorn temperature is seen to hold for all integers s.
Conclusions
For the two-piece relativistic string, the starting point in classical theory is the dispersion equation (4), valid for arbitrary tension ratios x = T I /T II and length ratios s = L II /L I . Our explicit calculation of the string's eigenvalue spectrum (Eqs. (10) and (11)), and the decomposition of the vibrations into oscillator modes, are however carried out only for the limiting case x → 0. Moreover, s is taken to be an integer.
Further, when proceeding to the quantum formulation, we are considering only these special cases. The starting point for the calculation of the quantum mechanical free energy F is Eq. (47). In this expression we make use of the commutation relations for the annihilation and creation operators, which can be formulated in the standard form (56). Moreover we insert the appropriate expression for M 2 , the square of the string mass, corresponding to whether s is odd or even. The final result for F is given in Eq. (72), valid for all integers s. From this expression, other thermodynamic quantities can readily be found. The inverse Hagedorn temperature is given by Eq. (75), and is dependent on s. If s → ∞, corresponding to a point "mass" sitting on a string, the Hagedorn temperature goes to infinity, so that the expression for F is then always ultraviolet finite. 
